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Evaluation of pragmatic oxygenation
measurement as a proxy for Covid-19
severity

Maaike C. Swets 1,2,72, Steven Kerr1,3,72, James Scott-Brown 4,
Adam B. Brown 1, Rishi Gupta 5, Jonathan E. Millar1, Enti Spata6,
Fiona McCurrach7, Andrew D. Bretherick 8, Annemarie Docherty 3,
David Harrison9, Kathy Rowan 9, Neil Young10, ISARIC4C Investigators*,
Geert H. Groeneveld2, Jake Dunning11, Jonathan S. Nguyen-Van-Tam 12,
Peter Openshaw 13, Peter W. Horby 11, Ewen Harrison 3, Natalie Staplin6,
Malcolm G. Semple 14,15, Nazir Lone 3,16 & J. Kenneth Baillie 1,16,17,18

Choosing optimal outcomemeasures maximizes statistical power, accelerates
discovery and improves reliability in early-phase trials. We devised and eval-
uated amodification to a pragmatic measure of oxygenation function, the S=F
ratio. Because of the ceiling effect in oxyhaemoglobin saturation, S=F ratio
ceases to reflect pulmonary oxygenation function at high SpO2 values. We
found that the correlationof S=F with the reference standard (PaO2/FIO2 ratio)
improves substantially when excluding SpO2>0:94 and refer to thismeasure as
S=F94. Using observational data from 39,765 hospitalised COVID-19 patients,
we demonstrate that S=F94 is predictive of mortality, and compare the sample
sizes required for trials using four different outcomemeasures.We show that a
significant difference in outcome could be detected with the smallest sample
size using S=F94. We demonstrate that S=F94 is an effective intermediate out-
come measure in COVID-19. It is a non-invasive measurement, representative
of disease severity and provides greater statistical power.

Therapeutic research in COVID-19 depends on efficient, accurate
assessment of therapeutic candidates in early-stage clinical
studies. Efficacy measures should be “clinically meaningful”1 end-
points, such as the WHO ordinal scale2. Intermediate endpoints for

early phase trials, or severity measures for observational studies, must
be modifiable by therapy and ideally should have a continuous
numerical distribution to improve statistical power3. The endpoint
should accurately predict the definitive outcome of interest and
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ideally should also be closely related to the causal pathway to this
outcome.

In COVID-19, efficacy measures such as the WHO ordinal scale,
duration of hospitalisation, and viral load have been used widely4,5.
Both the WHO ordinal scale and various alternative ordinal scales6,7,
rely on a complex clinical measure - the level of respiratory support
received by a patient - as an indicator of illness severity. Viral load is a
valid outcome for antiviral therapy, but it has not been shown to
correlate with mortality benefit, and is not directly relevant to the
effect of anti-inflammatory treatments8–10. In the RECOVERY trial, we
identified a need for more powerful intermediate endpoints for early-
phase clinical trials.

Impairment of the pulmonary oxygenation function indicates
disease progression in COVID-1911, and is strongly predictive of
mortality12. Importantly, in COVID-19, failure of pulmonary oxygena-
tion is likely to bemechanistically linked to death: patients at extreme
risk ofmortality12 have high survival rates if oxygenation is provided by
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)13. Pulmonary oxyge-
nation function, together with clinical decision-making and resource
availability, determines movement between most of the stages of the
WHOOrdinal Scale (WHO scale points 4-9)2. Oxygenation function is a
key determinant of efficacy for immunosuppression with corticoster-
oids in COVID-199. It is likely that pulmonary oxygenation function lies
on the causal pathwaybetween the SARS-CoV-2 infection anddeath for
many hospitalised patients.

Peripheral oxygen saturation can be measured easily and non-
invasively using a pulse oximeter (formally, arterial oxygen saturation
measuredbypulseoximetry, rather thandirectmeasurement in blood,
is SpO2). The ratio of SaO2 or SpO2 to inspired fraction of oxygen
(FIO2), known as the S=F ratio, provides a continuous index of pul-
monary oxygenation function which can be calculated without an
arterial blood sample. S=F correlates well with the most widely-used
arterial blood-derived measure of oxygenation - P=F ratio
(PaO2/FIO2)

14. S=F under steady state conditions in humans can range
from around 0:5 (severe oxygenation defect) to 4:8 (perfect oxyge-
nation function). A major limitation of S=F is the ceiling effect: at high
SaO2 values, SaO2 ceases to be dependent on pulmonary oxygenation
function, because the blood is close to maximally oxygenated and the
relationship between the P/F ratio and the S/F ratio is non-linear15,16. For
example, a healthy patient with perfect lungs breathing 21% oxygen
with SaO2 =0:99 would have S=F =4:7, but the same patient breathing
100% oxygen would have S=F =0:99.

In order to improve the accuracy of measurement of lung oxy-
genation, we propose limiting the ceiling effect in prospective data by
protocolising measurement of SpO2 to control high values or in ret-
rospective (opportunistic) analyses by excluding values recorded with
SpO2 above a given threshold value. We first evaluated an optimal
threshold using both synthetic and real data from arterial blood gas
(ABG) samples, predicting that SpO2 ≤0:94 provides optimal pre-
dictive validity, at a level of induced hypoxia that is broadly acceptable
to clinicians.

We defined the S=F94 measurement as S=F measured when
SaO2 ≤0:94 or FIO2 = 0:21. In opportunistic data, S=F94 can be esti-
mated by excluding SpO2 values above 0.94 unless FIO2 =0:21. In
prospective, protocolisedmeasurements, SaO2 ≤0:94 can be achieved
by reducing FIO2 to a minimum of =0:21 (the fraction of oxygen in
ambient air). Since many patients receive oxygen through devices for
which FIO2 is not accurately quantified (e.g. Hudson mask, nasal can-
nulae), prospective studiesmeasuring S=F94 will require amodification
of oxygen delivery devices which, in itself, is expected to improve the
accuracy of measurement (Appendix: Protocol).

In order to assess S=F94 as an outcome measure, we first used
physiological model to evaluate the relationship with a reference
standard, theP=F ratio. Second,wecompared the predictive validity of
S=F94 with several othermeasures ofpulmonaryoxygenation function,

including the S=F ratio and the alveolar-arterial difference (A-a). We
then used the ISARIC4C dataset to train models for a range of inter-
mediate outcomes, including the WHO ordinal scale and S=F94, as
predictors of 28-day mortality. We used these models to estimate
sample sizes that would be required to see a given treatment effect.
Finally, using data from the RECOVERY trialwe estimated the expected
improvement in the required sample size when using a protocolised,
rather than opportunistic, S=F94 measurement.

Results
Relationship with the reference standard oxygenation
measure (P=F)
There is a consistent pattern in both synthetic (Fig. 1) and real (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1) data: if no maximum cut-off value for SaO2 is used,
spuriously low S=F values are seen in patients with good lung function,
reflected in high P=F values (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1a). This is due
to the ceiling effect - SaO2 cannot rise above 100%. These misleading
values are removed by excluding values with SaO2 above 94% (Fig. 1b,
Supplementary Fig. 1b), which improves the correlation with the
reference standard for both synthetic (Spearman S=F : 0.40; S=F94:
0.85; Fig. 1d) and real data (Spearman r S=F : 0.82; S=F94: 0.97, Sup-
plementary Fig. 1c).

Predictive validity
In parallel, we assessed the predictive validity of S=F and S=F94. As in
our previous work17, we assert that if S=F94 is measuring true oxyge-
nation function well, then it should be able to more accurately predict
a future event: the PaO2 value in a future arterial blood gas measure-
ment taken from the same patient. We used a pre-existing dataset of
unselected ABG result pairs from hospitalised patients, described in
detail previously17. We quantified the MAE above baseline in PaO2 to
quantify predictive validity, with lower error values indicating better
performance (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Fig. 2). Across a range of max-
imum cut-off values for SaO2, the lowest MAE value was obtained at
94% (Fig. 1c; S=F MAE =4:41 kPa (IQR: 2:74-6:63 kPa); S=F94 MAE = 3:32
kPa (IQR: 1:87-5:26 kPa), p(MWU) = 3:7 × 10�18).

Evaluation in ISARIC4C data
39,765 cases in the ISARIC4C study had SpO2, FIO2 and clinical data
available for analysis and met the inclusion criteria (see Methods).
Mortality in this populationwas 20:8% (Table 1). Sincemeasurement of
S=F94 was not protocolised in ISARIC4C,measurements were obtained
for patients for whom SpO2 happened to be ≤0:94 or who were
breathing room air (FIO2 = 0.21), therefore meeting the S=F94 defini-
tion. The conceptual advantage of S=F94 over S=F is that it offers a
closer relationship to the pathophysiological process of interest. This
is not expected to be apparent in the distribution of values observed,
but rather in the sensitive detection of a real therapeutic effect. For this
reason, and because of the risk of selection bias (seeMethods), we did
not undertake a direct comparison of patients meeting the criteria for
S=F94 measurement, against patients who do not. Instead, we eval-
uated S=F94 against other commonly used outcome measures.

In order to select the timepoint of S=F94, several aspects were
taken into account. Firstly, we looked at data availability. Within the
ISARIC4C dataset, S/F values were available for the largest numbers of
patients on days 0, 2, 5 and 8 from study enrolment. Second, among
patients who remained in hospital, the distribution of S=F94 values
moves over the first fewdays from study enrolment towards a bimodal
pattern with high values in survivors, and low values in non-survivors
(Fig. 2a). Finally, in order to make a meaningful comparison with the
S=F94 at the day of enrolment, we preferred timepoints that were at
least a few days after enrolment. We therefore chose day 5 as the
primary timepoint for comparison. Thedistribution ofmeasured S=F94

values and assigned maximum/ minimum values for those who were
discharged/ died can be seen in (Fig. 2b). On day 5, 1077 out of 7,312
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(14.7%) known S=F94 values were an assigned maximum/minimum
value due to death/discharge. On day 8, 1948 out of 6079 (32.0%)
known S=F94 values were an assigned maximum/minimum value. A
sensitivity analysis excluding these assigned values is in the supple-
mentary material.

An intermediate clinical outcome should have a strong associa-
tion with a definitive outcome. Using 28-daymortality as the definitive
outcome, and including S=F94 values on both day 0 and day 5 as
covariates in a linear regression model, we found a strong inverse
association between S=F94 on day 5 andmortality: an increased risk of
mortality at day 28 is associated with a lower value of S=F94 on day 5
(Fig. 2d). The OR for 28-day mortality is 0:25 (95% confidence interval
0:23-0:28), meaning that for a 1 unit increase in S=F94 on day 5, the
odds of 28-day mortality decrease by 75%.

We also compared S=F94 with a widely used intermediate out-
come, the WHO scale. Since this scale records clinical decisions about
therapy that are, in part, determined by the severity of hypoxic lung
disease, a close relationship was expected with S=F94 (Fig. 2c). The

distributions were consistent between patients meeting the inclusion
criteria (Fig. 2c) and unselected patients (Supplementary Fig. 5a). The
distribution of S=F94 values between outcomes at day 28 for patients
meeting the inclusion criteria is similar on day 0 and day 5 (Supple-
mentary Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 5c). As expected, when there
are no criteria for supplemental oxygen in the first 3 days since
admission (unselected patients, Supplementary Fig. 5d and Supple-
mentary Fig. 5e), there is a relative increase of patients with high S=F94

values on day 0.

Sample size estimation
Using the observed relationships in ISARIC4C data for eligible patients
(seeMethods), we quantified effect sizes associated with a 15% relative
risk reduction inmortality for each of the followingmeasures: S=F94 at
5 and 8 days after study enrolment, the WHO ordinal scale at 5 and 8
days after study enrolment, the proportion of patients who reached a
sustained 1 or 2-level improvement on the WHO ordinal scale, and a
definitive outcome, 28-day mortality. We chose a 15% relative risk

Fig. 1 | Comparison of P/E and S/F or S/F94 in synthetic data. a, b Scatterplots of
P=F vs S=F individual measurements across a range of hypothetical physiological
characteristics. Points are coloured according the SaO2 as shown in the colour
scale. (a) including all values, showing linear regression of S=F against P=F in using
different cut-off values for SaO2. Patients breathing air (FIO2 = 21%) were included
in all bins. (b) including only values with SpO2 ≤0:94 or FIO2 = 21% (c) Optimisation

of cut-off value for SaO2 using predictive validity: the error in the prediction of a
future PaO2, basedon a previous one (using a pre-existing dataset of ABG results17).
Centre line represents median values, box limits represent upper and lower quar-
tiles, whiskers represent minimum and maximum values. (d) change in correlation
coefficient (Pearson’s ρ) as the threshold for inclusion is lowered from SaO2<100%
to SaO2 < 80%.
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reduction in mortality based on previous power calculations for the
RECOVERY trial.We then estimated the sample sizes required todetect
these effects with 80% power at 2p=0:05 (2p indicates a two-
tailed test).

Some examples of sample size estimations using different inclu-
sion criteria can be found in the supplementary material (Supple-
mentary Table 2 and Supplementary Table 3). We created an online
tool, using synthetic data with similar characteristics to the ISARIC4C
data (see Methods), to enable users to test any combination of inclu-
sion criteria (age, frailty score and type of respiratory support) and
outcome assessment timepoint: https://isaric4c.net/endpoints.

For a 15% relative reduction in mortality, the required sample size
was smallest for S=F94 onday 5, needing 722 patients in each arm (1444
in total, Table 1). The number of subjects required for S=F94 on day 8
was higher, with 1,342 subjects in each arm (Supplementary Table 4).
For the WHO ordinal scale, 1,666 participants would be required in
each arm on day 5, or 1,168 on day 8 to detect thismortality reduction.
Required sample size was larger when 1-level sustained improvement
was used as the outcome variable, with 3,378 patients in each arm, and
1,904 subjects in each arm when using 2-level sustained improvement
(Table 1). Errors around the point estimates shown inTable 1 are shown
in Fig. 3 for a range of effect sizes.

Estimated improvement with protocolised measurement
of S=F94
We have developed a protocol for measurement of S=F94 (Appendix:
Protocol). Protocolising measurements is likely to substantially
improve the accuracy of measurements of oxygenation function,
firstly by ensuring that an oxygen deliverymode is used for which FIO2

can be accurately quantified (e.g. Venturi systems), and secondly by
ensuring that measurements are taken at steady state. Protocolised
measurement also permits inclusion of all patients, since FIO2 is
decreased until SpO2 ≤0:94, to a minimum of FIO2 = 0:21. We sought
to estimate themagnitude of this improvement.Wedid this by fitting a
measurement error model relating opportunistic and protocolised
S=F94 measurements. A description of the estimation of effect size for
the protocolised S=F94 measurement can be found in the supple-
mentary methods. Based on this effect size estimate, the required
sample size for a protocolised measurement of day 5 S=F94 would be
around 988 subjects in total (Fig. 3).

Discussion
In synthetic (Fig. 1) and real (Supplementary Fig. 1) physiological data,
we found that SaO2 ≤0:94 is a pragmatic cut-off threshold, lyingwithin
a safe range, excluding the majority of obviously misleading values
caused by the ceiling effect, and optimising predictive validity. Using
observational data from the ISARIC4C study, we demonstrate that
S=F94 fulfills our initial requirements for an intermediate outcome: a
continuous outcome measure that is closely related to mortality and
can be modified by therapy3. Testing predicted statistical power for a
range of effect sizes in observational data, we found that S=F94 ismore
sensitive than other widely-used outcomes. Comparing both theWHO
ordinal scale and S=F94 to the definitive outcome of mortality at day
28, we found that the same predicted treatment effect can be detected
with fewer patients using S=F94, even when measurements are not
protocolised.

In a clinical trial setting, where both SpO2 and FIO2 measurement
can be protocolised, sensitivity is predicted to improve because pro-
tocolised measurement are less noisy and are therefore expected to
have a stronger relationship with mortality. Using the SD for proto-
colised S=F94 during the RECOVERY trial, together with the assumed
error measurement model relating protocolised and opportunistic
S=F94 measurements, wepredict a substantial additional improvement
in statistical power using a protocolised measurement.

Our analyses may underestimate the statistical power of mortal-
ity, since time-to-event analyses would be used in most circumstances
to maximise statistical power. Due to the large proportion of missing
data after day 10, it was not possible to carry out survival modelling in
our data. Ideally, we would have performed a mediation analysis with
treatment effect, to determine the extent towhich the treatment effect
on mortality is explained by the intermediate endpoint S=F94. How-
ever, since there is no S=F94 data available from clinical studies
showing significant treatment effect, it is not possible to perform this
analysis.

Some important sources of error exist in the outcome measures
we considered. Firstly, SpO2 and FIO2 areboth subject tomeasurement
error, particularly in opportunistic data. For example, estimating FIO2

for patients receiving supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula or simple
(Hudson)masks is inaccurate, because the FIO2 is profoundly affected
by inspiratory flow rate, which varies between patients. This error
would be eliminated by protocolised measurement, which mandates
the use of devices delivering a fixed FIO2. Secondly, the position of a
patient on the ordinal WHO scale is influenced by both availability of
resources and the decision by the patient and the clinician whether to
escalate the level of care or provide organ support. This may explain
the wide range of S=F94 values for patients at the same position on the
WHO scale.

There are multiple advantages of using S=F94 as an intermediate
outcomemeasure in a phase II clinical trial in hospitalised patients. It is
an easy, non-invasivemeasurement, using near-ubiquitousmonitoring
equipment. In contrast, daily PaO2 measurements (from an arterial
blood sample) are time-consuming, require highly skilled staff, and are
burdensome for patients unless an indwelling arterial catheter is pre-
sent (unusual outside of critical care areas). It is likely that the results of
recent and ongoing clinical trials suggesting harm fromhyperoxia will,
in future, mean high SaO2 values a less common finding, particularly in
the intensive care unit.

In order to determine the utility of a surrogate outcome in clinical
trials, a distinction can be made between “individual level surrogacy”
and “trial-level surrogacy”18. If there is an association between the
surrogate and the outcome of interest in individual patients, the sur-
rogateworks onan individual level. If the effect that a treatment has on
the surrogate can be used to predict the causal effect treatment has on
the outcome, there is also trial level surrogacy. There are some sce-
narios, as explained by Buyse and colleagues18, in which there is
individual-level surrogacy but no trial level surrogacy, for example due

Table 1 | Comparison of outcome measures among 39,765
hospitalised patients aged 20-75,who required supplemental
oxygen in the first 3 days in hospital

Measure Distribution/
Event rate

Estimated treat-
ment effect

Total n
(β = 80%
2p =0.05)

Opportunistic
S=F94 day 5

Mean = 2.39
SD= 1.29
ρ vs Day 0 =0.31

ΔS=F94: 0.18 1444

Protocolised S=F94
day 5

Mean = 2.39
SD= 1.25
ρ vs Day 0 =0.57

ΔS=F94: 0.18 988

WHO day 5 (See Supplemen-
tary Table 4)

OR: 0.84 3331

1-level sustained
improvement

13,437/
30,060 (44.7%)

RR: 1.03 6756

2-level sustained
improvement

5411/
30,060 (18.0%)

RR: 1.04 3808

28-day mortality 8262/39,765 RR: 0.85 5143

The estimated treatment effect is for a 15% relative reduction inmortality. Sample size shows the
total number of subjects needed in both arms to detect the estimated treatment effect shown,
using a 1:1 allocation. Protocolised S=F94 - hypothetical improvement in power using a proto-
colised measurement of S=F94. ΔS=F94 - change in S=F94 associated with a 15% reduction in
mortality. RR risk ratio. OR proportional odds ratio.
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to (known and unknown) confounders, or treatment being dependent
on the surrogate (e.g. low S=F94 values could lead to additional inter-
ventions that influence the outcome, confounding the influence of
treatment on outcome). Trial-level surrogacy can be demonstrated
with data from (multiple) randomised controlled trials. With the data
we have available, we can thus only show individual-level surrogacy
and not trial-level surrogacy. Determining whether S=F94 is also a trial-
level surrogate would be a desirable objective for further studies.

Of the pragmatic endpoints available from routinely collected data,
theWHOordinal scale is the best-performing endpoint. In studieswhere
clinical observations can be obtained, S=F94 is a robust measure of
pulmonary oxygenation function, and is the best measure to optimise
statistical power for comparisons. S=F94 is comparable to the P/F ratio as
a measure of pulmonary oxygenation, and superior to SpO2/FIO2 ratio.
Where protocolised measurements can be obtained, further

improvements in statistical power are expected. S=F94 may have utility
in clinical studies of other disease processes where pulmonary oxgena-
tion failure contributes to mortality, such as influenza and ARDS19.

In conclusion, S=F94 is a powerful and robust intermediate end-
point for clinical studies of COVID-19 and may have broad utility in
forms of acute lung injury.

Methods
Ethical approval
All research described in this study complies with all relevant ethical
regulations. Ethical approval was given by the South Central-Oxford C
Research Ethics Committee in England (13/SC/0149), the Scotland A
Research Ethics Committee (20/SS/0028), and theWHO Ethics Review
Committee (RPC571 and RPC572, April 2013). In England and Wales,
consent was not required for the collection of depersonalised routine
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Fig. 2 | Evaluation of S/F94 in observational data. a Smoothed distributions of
S=F94 values in survivors and non-survivors during the first 12 days of the study, not
including assigned minimum/maximum values (restricted to 39,765 patients aged
20� 75, oxygen therapy within 3 days). bHistogram showing distribution of S=F94

values on day 5 as used for subsequent analyses (in purple). Patients discharged
home before day 5 are assigned the maximum value (4.78), and patients who died
before day 5 are assigned to an arbitraryminimumof0.5 (in black). cDistributionof
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Hosp = hospitalised, no oxygen support; Ox = Hospitalised, oxygen by mask or
nasal prongs; CPAP/HFNO = Hospitalised, oxygen by continuous positive airway
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mechanical ventilation; IMV S=F ≤ 2 = Mechanical ventilation; S=F ≤ 2 or vaso-
pressors; MOF = Multi-organ failure & mechanical ventilation & S=F ≤ 2 & ECMO or
renal replacement therapy. d Logistic regression analysis with 95% confidence
interval, usingboth S=F94 onday0 and S=F94 onday 5 as covariates, showing a clear
association between mortality at 28 days and S=F94 value on day 5.
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healthcare research data. In Scotland, a waiver for consent was given
by the Public Benefit and Privacy Panel.

Relationship to the reference standard (P=F ratio)
The P=F ratio is the oxygenation measure used in diagnostic criteria
for acute respiratory failure, and is used inour analysis as the reference
standard20. We evaluated the relationship between S=F and P=F in two
datasets: a synthetic dataset of 1,529,176 predictions covering a wide
range of possible physiological variation, generated by amathematical
model of oxygendeliverywritten in Python (available at https://github.
com/baillielab/oxygen_delivery) and reported previously17, and 72,457
unselected arterial blood gas results from a critically ill population17.
Taking P=F to be our reference standard, we evaluated S=F at different
thresholds in both synthetic and real data.

Predictive validity
We considered the predictive validity of S=F and S=F94 compared to
P=F and two other measures of oxygenation function: the A-a, and
effective shunt fraction (ES)17.

Predictive validity quantifies the extent to which a clinical mea-
surement predicts an unseen event. The aim is not to optimise pre-
diction, but to test the extent to which a measurement is describing a
real feature of the patient’s illness21. In this case, we contend that a
measure that accurately describes pulmonary oxygenation function
will accurately predict PaO2 after a change is made to FIO2. Using the
same pre-existing dataset of ABG results fromcritically ill patients as in
our previous study17, weused this approach to assess the validity of S=F
and S=F94.

Briefly, in pairs of arterial blood gas results taken from the same
patient <3 h apart, in which FIO2 was decreased in the later sample, we
used various measures of oxygenation (A-a, P=F, ES, S=F) in the first
ABG to predict the PaO2 in the second sample and compared these
predicted values with the PaO2 that was measured in the second
sample. Predictive validitywas quantifiedby themedian absolute error
(MAE). A baseline value, showing the difference between ABG results
for matched pairs in which FIO2 did not change, is provided to con-
textualise the MAE results as a reasonable minimum error value.
Results are presented as difference in MAE from this baseline. The

Mann-Whitney U-test (MWU) was used for the comparison of MAE
difference from baseline.

Evaluation in ISARIC4C data
Inclusion criteria. All subjects were part of the ISARIC Coronavirus
Clinical Characterisation Consortium (ISARIC4C) WHO Clinical Char-
acterisation Protocol UK (CCP- UK), a study in England, Wales, and
Scotland prospectively collecting data from patients hospitalised with
SARS-CoV-2 infection since the start of the pandemic.

In order to focus our assessment on the subset of patients with
hypoxaemic respiratory failure that is potentially modifiable by anti-
inflammatory treatment, we repeated all analyses in subjects aged
20-75 who required supplementary oxygen therapy within 3 days of
hospital admission, subjects aged 20-75 that were oxygen dependent
on the day of admission, and subjects aged 20-75 without criteria for
oxygen dependency. All included patients had SpO2 and FIO2 data
available.While SpO2 is typically represented as a percentage, for S=F94

it is used as a fraction, with values ranging from 0-1.

Estimation of S=F94 in observational data. The S=F ratio was calcu-
lated by dividing SpO2 by FIO2 (with both as fractions, taking values
between 0 and 1). For this evaluation, S=F94 was defined as an oppor-
tunistic measurement in which SpO2 ≤0:94, or the patient was
receiving no supplementary oxygen (FIO2 =0:21).

Importantly, the retrospectively-defined subgroup of patients
meeting the S=F94 criteria is not representative of all patients since
there was an excess of patients who were not receiving respiratory
support, with slight excess mortality, in the S=F94 group (Supple-
mentary Table 1). This indicates at least two mechanisms of selec-
tion bias, acting in opposite directions, and precluding a direct
comparison. Firstly, patients who have high blood oxygen levels on
relatively little supplementary oxygen are excluded from the S=F94

group; by definition these patients have relatively mild disease.
Secondly, the group in whom S=F94 could be measured includes
patients who receive supplemental oxygen, and fail to reach ade-
quate SpO2 values, but are not escalated to a higher level of
respiratory support; this is a frail and multimorbid population with
very severe disease.
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fidence interval, for the different outcome measures, using treatment effects
between 0.85 and 0.70. The bottom line shows predicted sample size required

when using a protocolised S=F94 measurement, rather than an opportunistic
measurement.
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S=F94 was calculated at baseline (day 0) and on day 5 and day 8
from study enrolment. There is expected to be differentialmissingness
between S=F94 andmortality: SpO2 and FIO2 data are only available for
a proportion of cases, whereas outcomedata is well-recorded. Patients
who died or were discharged on given day and had a missing value for
S=F94 were assigned values 0.5 (severe oxygenation defect) and 4.76
(perfect oxygenation), respectively. However, death/discharge was
more likely to be recorded than S=F94, and this could introduce bias
into our analysis. We addressed this by estimating the proportion of
patients for whom S=F94 measurements were available among those
who had not died or been sent home by a given day. We then resam-
pled those who died/discharged according to these proportions. For
example, if on day 5, 20% of those who had not died or discharged had
S=F94 measurements available, we randomly resampled 20% of those
who died/had been discharged by then, assigning S=F94 = 0:5 to those
who died, and S=F94 = 4:76 to those who were discharged.

Association between S=F94 and 28-day mortality. Two key assump-
tions underlie the use of S=F94 as an intermediate endpoint. Firstly,
that pulmonary oxygenation function predicts mortality in COVID-19,
and secondly, that S=F94 accurately reflects the pulmonary oxygena-
tion function. If either of these assumptions are violated, then a strong
relationship between S=F94 and subsequent mortality would not be
expected.

To evaluate this association, a logistic regression model was
developedwith 28-day all-causemortality as the dependent variable and
S=F94 measured on day 0 and day 5 as two separate covariates. We
included both S=F94 on day 0 and day 5 due to the strong relationship
between S=F94 on day 0 and S=F94 on days further in the disease tra-
jectory. Lineardependenceof log-oddson S=F94 measuredonday0and
day 5 was assessed both by visual inspection and using model selection
criteria including the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to compare
to a restricted splines model. Finally, predicted models were made to
assess the absolute change in risk of mortality with a change in S=F94.

Sample size calculations. We compared the sample sizes required for
a range of different outcomes measures (S=F94, WHO ordinal scale,
sustained improvement at day 28 and 28-day mortality). For the
intermediate endpoints, we estimated the treatment effect associated
with a 15% relative reduction in mortality. Below we give brief
descriptions of the effect size calculations for the different outcome
measures. All calculations assumed a 1:1 allocation of participants
between treatment and control groups and are based on having 80%
power at 2p=0:05 to detect the stated treatment effect. Details on
effect size estimation can be found in the supplementary material.

Quantifying uncertainty. We bootstrapped 95% confidence for the
effect size, and then used this to calculate 95% confidence intervals for
required sample size using the fact that they aremonotonically related.

Continuous variables (S=F94). We fit a logistic regression with mor-
tality at day 28 as the dependent variable, and age, sex, S=F94 on day 0
(baseline) andday 5 (orday8) as independent variables.Weused this to
calculate the predicted probability of mortality, and the change in
S=F94 associatedwith a relative reduction in predictedmortality of 15%,
for each subject. Finally, we took the mean to find the average change
in day 5 S=F94 that is associatedwith a 15% reduction inmortality across
the sample. This was the target treatment effect in the clinical trial. We
calculated the sample size required to see this treatment effect with a
given level of power using a two sample t-test with ANCOVA correction
for the correlation between S=F94 on day 0 and day 522.

Ordinal variables (WHOscale). Values for theWHOordinal scalewere
derived using information about oxygen support and mortality. Pos-
sible values in hospitalised patients range between 4 and 102.

WHO scale - absolute value. We fitted a proportional odds model
with theWHOordinal scale as the dependent variable, and age and sex
as independent variables. We used this model to estimate the odds
ratio associated with a 15% relative reduction in mortality23.

WHOscale - sustained improvement. We derived binary variables for
sustained 1- or 2-level improvement on the WHO scale. To be con-
sidered sustained, an improvement had to be maintained until dis-
charge or until day 28. We fitted a logistic regression model with
mortality at day 28 as the dependent variable, and age, sex and sus-
tained 1- or 2-level improvement on the WHO scale as independent
variables. We used this model to estimate the difference in proportion
of peoplewho had a sustained improvement on theWHOordinal scale
that was associated with a 15% reduction in risk of mortality. We then
calculated required sample size for this outcome using a two-sample
test for proportions with a continuity correction24. Only patients who
had WHO ordinal scale values on at least two separate days were
included in this analysis.

Mortality. In order to compare these alternative outcome measures
with a definitive outcome (mortality), we calculated the number of
participants needed if 28-day mortality was the outcome measure,
using a two-sample test for proportions with continuity correction.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Source data are provided for Fig. 1 and supplementary figure 1 and 2.
Thedataset used and analysed in this study contains clinical data about
individuals and is available after a data access request. Data access
request and details on the procedure can be found at https://odap.ac.
uk/researchers. Data access requests will be reviewed on the basis of
scientific merit and validity, the proposed timeline, ethical considera-
tions and the available resources. Access requests can be send to
odap@ed.ac.uk. A reply to a data access request will be provided
within six weeks from the date of the request. Depending on the
requested data, there may be additional steps before data can be
published, such as agreement from all contributors. For details, please
see https://odap.ac.uk/researchers. All data supporting the findings in
this manuscript are present in the main text, supplementary material,
the source data and from the corresponding author upon request. A
synthetically generated dataset, containing the same key properties as
the original dataset is available for sample size calculations on https://
isaric4c.net/endpoints Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The code used to do the analyses can be found on github https://
github.com/baillielab/SF94.
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